
Today I woke up super early again but with some beautiful dreams, vivid ones. I updated properly my project and then went to bed again. When I woke up the sky was clear and the landscape
with the snow really beautiful.  perfect day to start my new life in the Media and Technology department. I took some sun on the way and then made it to the university on time. There I met
Mauri, my new supervisor, a very kind and enthusiastic fellow who was genuinely interested not so much about my plan, but very much sat aback from my body of data, almost if the data I have
meticulously collected in the last decade has now a big value and people start wanting it. I saw his work too with data and it was clear that we can make it a good match, not so much as a student
to teacher relationship but rather as a collaboration, a usual scientist and artist collaboration which has already being very successful for me, and I really want to repeat this constructive and
creative experience rather than sat back and become a critic, killing the ingenious joy of life and being. As we moved to the restaurant to keep our conversation, I knew it! All my previous
colleagues were there and my old supervisor came up to me, looking totally wasted, unshaved, almost if drunk and demanded to meet me. I later wrote him a nice e-mail saying that I was advice
not to confront him but that has nothing personal to do with him. So I also did with all other colleagues awaiting my response and my former second supervisor was the nicest, answering me
kindly. I then talked to Myrthe, being very relaxed and lovely to her and then had a very nice long conversation with  in Canada... I really start to feel very close to him!

Today I woke up again in the middle of the night, this time way too early to call it an early morning prayer like those of monks. I was worry about my new supervisor to whom I sent an abstract
yesterday and did not hear any respond. The worries were quite pertinent... soon in the morning, when I was trying to properly update my project and thought of starting to write papers as I used
to, successfully, both my old Supervisor and my Critical and Cultural Theory Professor wrote me some heavy e-mails saying that what I am up to, changing supervisor and department, is unheard
of and problematic. This whit long e-mails filled with laws and so forth... which makes me thing they are really suckers aimed to maintain laws over the other while I just govern myself. I have
been in distress ever since and I think I might need a break, forget... I now understand why people need to forget... and so I am still at sea, lonely like an Ulysses, in the middle of a storm...
having open the pandora box, my e-mail. I am however determined to write a paper for a Canadian conference Jacek suggest me (poor him, he also is breaking up with Brett). I might be able to
pay respect to then.  I later went to do some grocery and mopped the entire apartment for Myrthe's arrival tomorrow... what an Odyssey and only with a vision in mind, reach my
Virtual land, the video-game I got so suddenly inspired to create.

"Terrorem Cimbrorum", the Romans fear of the Scandinavian barbarians or something else? It is certainly rather characteristic of me of breaking loose for the sake of an idea, an inspiration I
have. I remember when I was nineteen, writing a novel about my Brazilian ancestors, completely inspired in the basement of place not answering the phone to Federica, awaiting me
with a lasagna ready for me at her place... I never saw her again as well as I never see people, or want to see people who has so far hinder my genius. It is quite scary but it is always mostly me to
live up the consequences. At the university, the little tribe of my department stood up in war formation and finally got the dean of the faculty board to withdraw. As a total coward today he wrote
me that he no longer support his options for me, the ones that he so convincingly pronounced. He old me then to talk to the king of these dogmatic patriarchs, believe or not, the philosophy
professor that I so much disliked for over a year. Göran, the head of my department, talked to him and forwarded him my account of what has occurred in the last months. I am now seating at the
library, having really no concentration nor focus left even though I did get quite excited about writing a paper of my life project and I got quite ambitious with that. It feels like a neo-realist story,
a young fisherman tries to improve the conditions and then get his all family in total poverty. I am ready for everything although I believe it is not going to be the Western kind of drama but an
eastern like negotiation with once own destiny... In a few hours Myrthe will be arriving in the city. At least together we can get drunk with love!

The fight continues... It was nice today to wake up and see the sun slowly rising, going out with Myrthe after some slices of bread with English marmalade and then home. I did wake up in the
middle of the night again but my soul was much more at peace. Rather than writing my ambitious article that is due in a few days to a Canadian conference, I sat down to prepare the Virtual
landscape around my church. I figured a way to do it and I feel very determined to go for it. It was also rather relaxing, a way to distract my brain from all the conflict now occurring at the
university because of my ambition. I latter went to talk to the philosophy professor himself, the one who has upset my summer because of his standards. He is the director of this whole Critical
Cultural Theory framework in which I have been inserted... I had allot of preconditions but knew that he was going to be nice and he was in fact. He patiently listened my case and I even
sparkled him up after showing him a bit of my project. He will now give an advice to my professors and tells them that it is in their interest to seat down together and understand the best work
space for me. He asked me whether I knew anyone who could act as my second supervisor and I had to start thinking about different professors. Intuitively I would go for computer scientists...
Mats Nordhal, Kristina Höök... or anyone who appreciate my generative approach, which is really my drive... utilizing a certain template which is so much criticized by everyone. Negotiations
underway then but still allot to discuss in terms of my thesis. The good thing is that so far, at every compromise, I grew stronger and uncompromisable... now back to my love who stayed home
working in bed. At least I am sure now that I can offer her a future that is rather economically settled.

I slept longer than usual today, at least to five and then I was updating my project and writing a full article... I really enjoy self initiatives and this complete independence that I now have, having
no supervisor and a long way to find one. I really wouldn't mind waiting for one either but this time he ought to be fully supportive of also my writing method which reflects my work overall. I
was thinking about it; I was told that "the supervisor is always right" but in reality "the framework is always right" and I made a really strong one to myself and I get only stronger writing about
it. After progressing with more pages, I went to rest a bit more next to Myrthe's warm body and then we went out together in the sun. It was really beautiful with the snow but we were in a
working mode, both writing articles while hitting the city with the commuter. In the city it was snowing again and we stopped in a little second hand shop, Myrthe's little passion (possibly
inherited by her father). We were later in the nice public library were I got more ahead with my article before going to pick August up. He was really cold walking in the city, never wanting to
put enough clothes but now we are in the library again waiting for Myrthe who went to the Asian market nearby to buy a few things for tomorrow's Vietnamese dinner at our place, with Jacek
and Brett... 

I slept rather well again, feeling quite well after a pleasant evening walking in the snow white Stockholm at night with my little family. After updating my project, I also wrote a few e-mails to
start inquiring for a new supervisor. I ought to find one more similar to me, open for experiments and mostly not so drawn in all this predefined theories. I thought that Scott, the American
professor based in Norway who helped me exactly two years ago to write my application, could have being a good supervisor. I wrote him and another in my department who has done studies in
India... still no answer. I just have to find one who can fully support and understand my generative plan. Still everything undecided but, in the meantime I am working hard on my full paper and I
find it quite meaningful even though normalized academics could be totally shocked about it. I ought to think! I might address my inquire to Rolf, my old British colleague, although he is quite
unresponsive... will see, I better wait. Anyhow, the day was most relaxing! It snowed and Myrthe made very nice pancakes for us like a sweet housewife. We then went for a little pilgrimage to
the second hand market. The snow was fun and latter we were by the water where August went down on a sled we found. We did also further grocery and now Myrth is cooking again while
August, again, is playing video-games, this time less constructive ones. Jacek and Brett, who are now in a crucial period of their relationship, are to be our guests.  

I am heading back to my cave, my hands frozen, my laptop frozen after a very pleasant walk I took with little August from the South station to the East station, where I bought him a warm
chocolate, ate a sandwich the salami  gave me and waited for his mother. She came late as usual but we seem to be in good terms, without any personal disagreement, at least regarding
August's education. She must understand the good job I did educating August, giving him the intelligence and understanding that her relatives where missing. He also seems to like Myrthe now
and calls her momy. Intentionally he did treated her really kindly this weekend and she did also treated us very nicely, making a wonderful Vietnamese dinner for us, yesterday night with Jacek
and Brett arriving quite late. Maybe Myrtina did not like the fact that Jack and I always end up talking about work, getting quite high and critical about academics. Well, now my cave that has
been so lively during these days will be a quite solitary one. Hopefully the distress about the supervisor situation will not take over but I have anyway very nice stuff ahead of me like finishing a
long paper about my project tonight and preparing for a seminar at the enemies' department (the Media and Technology people that the Media and Communication people so much dislike). I also
had a very good intuition about how to utilize all the lists of information I have been gathering in the last year... they will ingredients for the Virtual landscape in which I am contextualizing my
church. 

I woke up again with my head filled with thoughts, particularly related to my supervisor situation. I have obviously offended the academic noblemen and there has been no respond this morning
about the guy I contacted in Norway. After seating at my table and updating my project, I made further inquires, one to my old colleague Rolf. I could not stand staying in front of the screen any
longer and went out to do Chines gymnastic and running despite the snow and the cold wind. By the time I got back in rather refreshed, I found an e-mail by Rolf, who would be rather honored
to act like my supervisor. I thus contacted back the noblemen for a meeting where I will propose them what I think to be the right configuration to succeed in my thesis (there will be heavy
objections). I could hardly focus on any computer work and sat down with my notebook to think further about the Virtual environment which has already caused me so many troubles, first with

n-law has soon as I have tried to build it in his forest, and now with these other bunch of Swedes, even in the intellectual level... will I have to leave them to in order to pursue my
spiritual mission?

I woke up in the middle of the night again. I got off the bed, sat at my desk and updated my project, also digitizing a scheme I made of my Virtual world. I then went back to bed (this time on the
Japanese one) and slept for a few hours before going to a meeting with Mauri. He is a kind man, like all other Professors but the issue is always the same, they want you to think their way and
work for them, under their premises. It could be nice to work under Mauri as it could have been nice to work under Staffan but what I need is to work under my project, the framework I have
created and for which I got accepted. Rolf has assured me that, by picking him as my main supervisor, I will work under my terms. I only need technical support in this respect and no fancy
theorist coming in with their absolute notions. Notions comes na go, this is the thing and I generate them for myself, to reflect on my practice. Anyhow, the decision was made and I informed my
supervisor who is also my study director about my wish to replace him. I will not step down until I have the guarantee that my plan is fulfilled, I am super determined... will see how far I can play
this game with these typographic conservatives. I wait like a samurai.. the work will be executed when the preconditions will come. I also had to wait today to get my lock cut open in the gym,
having locked the keys inside... but the gym was good, blood got running like in the old days when my religion was in fact body building (before taking some hormones and becoming an artist :)

On my way to little August who has to be taken to the boyscouts. I woke up decently late today, it was just about five and I managed to update my project, take the ritualistic hot bath I now often
take to relax and start a new painting before cooking the noodles sweet Myrthe prepared for us last Saturday. It was still rather early and I felt refreshed about my situation, feeling that I have the
power to change things now and set my demands, mostly relating with my project, which has so much solidified. There was some sun out and by the time I reached the university it was very
sunny. I then kept out in a little mountain catching some sun and filming prior delivering a two hours lecture to the Media and Technology department. I am now obviously avoiding people at my
old department and have no idea how the thigs will develop. The more technology oriented department seems too in a rather opposite attitude... they want to take my data and experiment around
with it, turn all the different static variations I provide, dynamic. I was very much able to confront them and, through my experience, provide an rational answer to everything.  I could not stay
longer even though Mauri suggested me to follow him. I have to pick August and I am not really sure how much to engage with them. I ought to see tomorrow with Rolf as well but I think he
would provide me the good in between position from being a totally stiff fossil like the philosophers to be totally fluent like the technologists.  

I am beginning to doubt whether any changes are good. It was not me in the first place who wanted a change, to the contrary I wanted to root in the land of my former parents-in-law and I was
rejected. Only as a consequence to this rooting I was pushed rootless in the world. I felt at that time that it was maybe the willing of God who did not wish me to day yet and got me an
opportunity to go out instead and communicate to the world. I then thought that attempting to develop a Virtual environment instead of building in in a secluded forest, would have been good but
again here I am pushed out and the stability around me again comes less. Am I a Noah building his ark or a Kon Tiki? Shall I just go for it despite everyone finding it ridiculous? I have tried to
change my supervisors and look for Professors to support my project but all I find is other Professors trying to suck me in their theories. I am sick of theories... I mean I am very theoretical but
my theory emerges as a consequence of my spiritual willing and it is never preimposed. Mauri gives me his cognitive science papers and Rolf, the old Rolf who has offered me quite many
courses to teach in my poor days, he is also into his artistic practice. All of these frames could work, funny enough my project could suit any frame, being a kind of a universal mass. Yet my
research frame is in no way promoted by any. Anyone is uninterested, anyone wishes to change it or to go by their own frames. I spent the day at the public library today after waking up in
August 's place. I had some hope and I really pushed things across based on this hope but now I realize that my only hope is me. All I will ask is a supervisor that does not change my plan and go
for it, only assisting me, in a way, without attempting to move things around, move my interface, my design... a very pondered design. As far as for technology I just want the tools, the skills to
master it. Rolf offered me to apply to all sort of artistic PhDs but I am fine with what I have, I have always been fine using the templates I generate as my only guidance. Damn I have to always
negotiate... 

Again a rather distressful night, waking up before the newspaper delivery boy at 3.30 in the morning. I got anyway used to it now and I get up to work for a couple of hours, my morning pray,
and then sleep again for more hours. When the day starts again then, I am a bit sleepy, not really ideal, but I can start focusing on work related matters. Actually today I felt like exercising, so I
went to my little park and then even though Mervi was waiting for me in town to fix her website. I took this freedom and arrived a bit late. She was a kind friend to me and we went over the
modifications she wanted quite successfully. Meantime I was thinking of this Austrian media artist and scholar, Stefan Sonvilla-Weiss. I found him tonight searching for people in Scandinavia
doing related work to mine and he was really a model to me, with a artistic background and very media oriented dude. He did not answer however to my request. I then took a walk across town
not to think too much about these matters and got caught in an anti-fascist demonstrations. These kids where really into riots, not far from the riots the actual fascist used to foment back in Italy
in the last century. The actual fascist were so few and vulnerable... I took a very neutral part considering how certain necessary opinions are hindered by certain populist prejudices... I sort of
detach from both forms of extremism but see the necessity for them. Now back home... a bath, some paintings and again checking the Internet to find out my destiny!

On the commuter with my little angel after being with Jacek and Brett who now seem in love again... contagiously, from us. I actually had a quite dark day, having all this dark feeling about the
struggle I have to carry on to pursue my passion in the conservative academic environment. I really had to work against it and I then went back to sleep, cleaned up and went to the university to
train hard (I am building quite some muscles). Well, Saturday is the only time I can infiltrate and do my work too so I printed all sort of papers on lifelogging and will use them as my starting
point... now home, relaxation and love!

An easy day with my love with the winter weather being a bit better. I anyway took it quite actively and managed to update my project and do a laundry. We then had a small breakfast before
walking out to the mall and buying a few things for me such a beard trimmer and a few shirts. Nothing special really and quite depressing places in fact but we managed to survive. Not being an
extremist, I even allowed us a little hamburger in a fast food before walking back home. It is a bit miserable to think always in terms of future expectations but we sort of had to figure out
something for Myrtina to do when she will move here. We thus looked into a few programs she could apply to... It was two years ago that I was in the same situation, applying for the same
programs and now I am here trying to direct my research where I wanted, out of all these politically established frameworks. Some cooking ahead and a bit of drawing before maybe watching a
movie, like a real couple in this quite emancipated environment, however planning already our return to humanity.

A very harsh winter day with allot of wind but nonetheless a charming day within... both within the house with Myrtina sleeping until late and myself absorbing some of her sleepiness and also
filled with expectations like meeting with Mauri and having a nice discussion around the possibility to implement an interface together, finally understanding one another. We went to eat in the
Chinese restaurant and he said that we are in a free country and we should not be afraid of the people from my department (I keep avoiding them though). I then went to the gym before going
back home again in the commuter cutting through the wind and snow. There I found Myrtina worried about her many academic jobs. I had to talk for the first time to what I thought of being my
best supervisor, Stefan Sonvilla-Weiss, who Myrtina and I started calling Edelweiss. He was what I have expected, charming and broad, subconsciously resembling my old professor Francalanci.
He had already the discourse I want to engage with quite mapped out in his brain and most importantly he is on the contemporary discussion, both open for theoretical and practical work. The
fact that he is also German Italian and from around the alps give me a full trust on him somehow, we can sort be open and eclectic and most of all visionary. After the prolific talk I stayed with
Myrtina, making the usual love and taking a bath together, now getting ready to eat some tortellini...

A bit of a distressful night after talking to  on Skype yesterday and feeling waking up at 4. I did managed however to stand up again and update my project for a couple of hours before
feeling very happy to join little Myrthe again in bed. Meantime I did also sent to my old supervisor the proposal for my new supervisor, hopefully Sonvilla-Weiss. It was quite nice out when we
woke up; a snow storm had cleaned the sky and Myrtina and I ate an omelette before taking the commuter to town. It was quite nice walking to the public library and latter going to a café trying
also not to spend to much and at last walking through all the city, ending up again in the hippie part. After going to a few second hand stores we sat again at a café to work a bit (I mostly checked
for a small bed sofa to put in August room to host Myrthe's friends in the future). We are now on our way back, happy of our exploration and looking forward to a little warm soup!

We slept allot Myrthe and I today, not really worrying about work, at least myself awaiting for a resolution for my new supervisor. I felt rather assured with my choices that I am hitting the right
way. I have an intuition and will just go for it. At the moment I have problems writing in the Journal, we are on our way home with the commuter but an Arab girl is talking on my ears about life.
Anyway, it was a really physical day, passing by the second hand shop where Myrthe checked for some jackets and then moving on to the center of town. It was cold and windy but Myrthe and I




